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Merry Post

Native vegetation, used alone or with stones and logs, can
provide an excellent solution for landscape problems. Cathy
Rees and Avy Claire, founders of Native Gardens of Blue
Hill, gave a talk at TBEC on how to use native plants to stabilize soil and prevent surface and subsurface runoff. They
pointed out that shoreland property is often at the base of a
long, gradual slope, so waterfront property collects runoff
from adjacent uphill property. In order to prevent or mitigate erosion from
water carried across
your entire property, you need to consider more than just
the
immediate
beachfront.
Any bare and compacted soil that reNative plant garden. Photo: A. Noyes
sults from construction, driveways, or any repeated traffic discourages plant
growth and creates a hard surface that water cannot penetrate. In addition, drain systems around houses concentrate
water and sometimes direct it toward shoreland. You can
slow stormwater runoff and give it a chance to soak into the
ground by planting a bioswale or a rain garden. A bioswale
is a ditch containing wetland plants that can handle flooding
as well as drier conditions.

A new Friends of Taunton Bay Stewardship Guide has been
created to assist all of us who live, work, or recreate in the
surrounding communities to care for and protect the bay and
the surrounding watershed. It will be distributed via mail, at
our events, and through community resources.
Jack Taylor, a Colby College Senior Ecology and Evolution
major and Environmental Science minor, worked diligently
on the guide during his January Plan and spring semester as
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as well as information on the economic value of the bay, to demonstrate
how integral the bay is to our community.

On this easy, 1-mile-round trip walk through the forest to
Jones Cove, we’ll observe several mosses and lichens, discuss their growth and reproductive habits, and how to identify them based on their structure and habitat. Attendees are
encouraged to bring a magnifying eye lens and/or a cell
phone or camera with magnification.
For directions sign up at info@FriendsofTautonbay.org
Sign ups limited to 15 participants max.

More info on p. 6

choosing plants, you will want to consider their sun needs as
well as foliage color and bloom time for seasonal enjoyment
and to attract pollinators over a longer period. Some plants,
such as sedges and swamp milkweed will thrive in moist conditions. Others, such as bayberry, are salt-tolerant and adapted
to exposed locations. Bayberry, sweet fern, and speckled alder
are nitrogen-fixing and will help build soil. You may find native plants already on your property that you can divide and
transplant.
With many different forms, textures, and colors, native plants
can add a lot of visual interest to your property. Several online
resources can help you choose the best native plants to meet
your landscape needs.
• Publications by Maine’s Cooperative Extension can be
found at: https://extension.umaine.edu/gardening/manual/
plants-for-the-maine-landscape/
• From the Cumberland County Soil & Water Conservation
District: Building Resiliency Along Maine’s Bluff Coast,
Nov. 2017 Technical Manual
• Native Gardens of Blue Hill: The website of this nonprofit
lists
helpful
YouTube
videos
and
events.

Landscaping with Native Plants to Prevent Erosion
continued from p. 1

The bioswale allows surface water to slowly soak into the
earth. For a rain garden, runoff is channeled toward a basin
that is filled with plants that tolerate flooding as well as drier
spells. Rocks and water bars, such as logs and wood chips,
can also help slow the flow of stormwater along pathways.
Wattles can be installed to slow runoff on a steep slope.
Using live stakes to slow runoff.
Image: C. Rees & A. Claire
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Fall around our house is time to finish warm weather projects started in the spring. So it is with Friends of Taunton
Bay. We began several education and communication efforts for members and the general public in the early spring
and are seeing them come to fruition this fall. In March
through June we learned via Zoom about seaweed farming,
amphibians, and lobstering and crabbing in Taunton Bay.
The Zoom format considerably widened our audience.
Highlights of the six lectures held at Gordon’s Wharf this
summer are shared in this newsletter and were recorded. If
you missed them, you can find them on our website,
www.friendsoftauntonbay.org/News & Events/Past Lectures. Overall the spring and summer lectures were enjoyed
by about 200 attendees. Please join us for the two walks
coming up soon!

These are stakes of living plant material such as buttonbush,
red osier or silky dogwood, elderberry, or viburnum
(nannyberry), pussy willow, silky willow, and sandbar willow. Purchased in bundles (or wattles), they are inserted singly along the slope to hold erosion control fabric keeping the
soil in place. They will grow into mature shrubs that will
stabilize the slope.

Two other education and communication efforts have been
creating a new Stewardship Guide, Caring for Taunton Bay,
and revamping of our website. The guide will be sent to
members soon (see p. 6) and will also be published on the
website. We continually add information to the new website. Please keep coming back to check it out!

Native plants are ideal to prevent erosion and prevent soil
particles from being carried into bays, lakes, streams, and
wetlands. Because they have adapted to the local climate and
soil conditions, plants that occur naturally in downeast
Maine are more rugged than nonnative plants and require
less water and care. Rees and Claire advised that a mixture
of native trees, shrubs, and groundcovers with different
kinds of root systems will best prevent erosion.

Besides education, our key goals are to help preserve the
bay and watershed through advocacy and research. See the
articles on pages 4 and 5 on our positions on two proposals
that potentially could affect Taunton Bay.

In addition, native plants are essential for the survival of local birds, butterflies, and other important pollinators. In
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We’d like to hear your thoughts and ideas for the organization. Please contact us at info@friendsoftauntonbay.org.

Gerry Monteux

As a professional nature photographer, it behooves me to pay attention to my
surroundings. How could I not? And this year I couldn’t help but take note
of some remarkable changes in Taunton Bay. By the way, this is perhaps the
most unscientific survey imaginable; these are simply things that I’ve observed in 2021.
The harbor seal pups were early, and I was late. Each spring for the past 17
years, I’ve circled May 15
on my calendar. I paddle
out on that day to a ledge
near Burying Island and
Baby harbor seal. Photo: G. Monteux
sit there waiting for the
newborn harbor seal pups
to swim over and check me out. I use a long lens so that I don’t get too close.
They’re awfully curious and incurably cute at that age and learn quickly
NOT to do that. This timing and method have hardly ever failed me, but this
year it did. Usually, I’d be able to photograph at least a half-dozen newborns, but this time I saw exactly NONE. The pups I saw were at least a
month old. I’m assuming it had to do with rising water temperatures in the
Gulf of Maine, but that’s just a wild guess. The truth is, I’m hoping this was Harbor seals. Photo: G. Monteux
just a one-time deal. I’d hate to think I need to launch my kayak on April 15
from now on. Brrrrr…..

Great blue heron. Photo: G. Monteux

The great blue herons are back. When I was a kid, herons were a regular
visitor to my part of the bay (the Hancock side, just north of the cemetery).
But over the years, I’ve come to understand that the bald eagles began to
raid the herons’ nests, and their numbers plummeted. However, in 2021 I
began to notice herons just about every time I took my kayak out. And recently I’ve had a heron visit my little cove every day, near low tide. I can’t
help but wonder why they’re here again.
Are they more careful? Are they nesting
farther away? Have the eagles lost their
appetite for heron? Or maybe they’re full?
Regardless, it’s wonderful to see.

The following observation is twofold: Starfish have returned to Taunton Bay, and starfish
now prefer to be known as “sea stars.” Congratulations to all of you sea stars. You obviously have a tremendous publicist. Anyway, they’re back in big numbers. The other day somebody mentioned that at low tide at Tidal Falls they are everywhere, just like they used to be,
in years past. Guess what? They’re right. I lost track of the number of starfish (excuse me,
sea stars) I saw recently. In a roughly 10’ x 10’ area on the Tidal Falls shoreline, I counted
22. There may have been more, because some were tiny and tough to spot, but the point is, it
has been a long time since I’ve seen that many. The starfish are indeed stars once again.

Sea stars. Photo: G. Monteux

Sheila Karlson, a long-time Membership Coordinator and newsletter editor for Friends of Taunton Bay, recently moved to
California from her home on Taunton Bay. Sheila served on the Executive Committee of FTB for many years and also provided many wildlife photographs for the newsletter. Sheila is a Lifetime Member of FTB; her presence on the bay will be
sorely missed.
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In spite of our relatively
cold spring, horseshoe
crabs (HSC) arrived earlier
than each of the previous
two years. First arrivals
were on June 6 in 2019, on
May 23 in 2020, and May
16 in 2021.

As noted in our May and June updates, TC Gravel has proposed
a rock quarrying and crushing granite-mining operation to the
Planning Board in Franklin. The proposal is for a Special Exemption Permit to develop a 40,000 sq. ft. production to mine
and process crushed stone, rip-rap, and landscaping stones on a
lot on the south side of South Bay Road, a residential area. The
proposed operation will include drilling, blasting, excavating,
and crushing. The Town of Franklin has jurisdiction on this
0.91acre proposal, while Maine Department of Environmental
Protection has jurisdiction on proposals greater than one acre. A
public hearing was held on May 13, 2021, and comments from
the public were accepted in writing until June 21, 2021. Several
letters were submitted, including one from our Executive Committee. These were turned over to the applicant, who now may
submit a response to the Planning Board. As of September 15
there has been no response.

How can you tell a male
from a female? The male’s
front pincers are like boxing
gloves, to help them hold on
to female when spawning.

The peak days also occurred earlier: 123 animals
on June 10 in 2019, 115 on
May 29 in 2020, 108 on
May 20 in 2021. We know that HSC do not mate in the
shallows until the water temperature reaches 60℉.

While there was a slight decline in the peak numbers of
animals observed, the total observations remain roughly
comparable year-to-year. This suggests that Taunton
Bay’s HSC are not experiencing the same declines observed on the rest of the East Coast. Whether the trend to
earlier arrivals and earlier peak days is attributable to
global warming or to local conditions will require a
longer time series.

Our Executive Committee identified the following concerns
about the proposal and its potential impact on the bay. They
were shared with members in June via email and submitted to
the planning board:
•

Blasting. Blasting could impact nearby residential wells
and the deep freshwater and saltwater wells at CCAR and
the USDA Aquaculture Center. Vibration from the blasting
could impact the huge tanks and the fish in them, imperiling
the effectiveness of the centers.
• Dust and Water Runoff. Drilling, excavating, and crushing would create dust which could run off into streams,
flow into the bay, and adversely affect water quality and
animal and plant life.
• Noise. Basting, crushing, excavating, and machine use
would emit noise at levels far above the current DBA levels
around the bay.
• Transportation of Materials/ Road Use/ Safety. The proposal estimates up to 2 to 4 heavy-duty trucks per hour will
be transporting materials on a road built for light residential
use.
We requested that the Planning Board withhold approval of the
proposal until the following studies can be obtained by the applicant, and analyzed and responded to by the public.

It was a pleasure to welcome more HSC counters this
year including Alice Noyes, Gerry Monteux, Dave Stevens, Bruce Denny Brown, and Mary Brennan.

Steven Sjoberg passed away peacefully at his home in
Sullivan, Maine, on July 7, 2021.

Steve was born on February 18, 1948 in Minneapolis,
Minnesota, and graduated from the University of Minnesota in 1976. He relocated to Boston, Massachusetts, a
few years later and got a job at Wentworth Institute of
Technology as a foreign student advisor. He worked
there for 20 years, and while living in Boston met
Brooke Ligon. They were married in 1992 and lived in a
beautiful home on Smelt Cove, enjoying the wildlife and
nature that surrounded them.
He was active in a number of community organizations
including long service as the Membership Coordinator
of Friends of Taunton Bay (succeeding Sheila Karlson in
that role). He also supported the Downeast Salmon Federation and Friends of Frenchman Bay.

1. Noise studies and abatement remedies, to consider how noise
travels across water.
2. A geophysical study on the effects of blasting in this area.
3. A vibration study to assess the impact of the operation on the
aquaculture tanks at CCAR and the USDA aquaculture center.
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For updates, follow the Town of Franklin Facebook page.
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Through its educational programs and its actions, Friends of
Taunton Bay actively supports small-scale aquaculture. The
lecture series that we hosted last summer included presentations
about aquaculture of scallops and tropical fish as well as protection of clam beds to help maintain that
sustainable shellfishery. We have also
supported expansion of Mike Briggs’s
oyster aquaculture leases in Taunton Bay.
These efforts may seem inconsistent with
FTB’s opposition to the proposed America Aquafarms Frenchman Bay Project.
That opposition is not only a matter of
scale, however, but one of substance.

The Executive Board of Friends of Taunton Bay has
unanimously agreed to take a stand against the proposed industrial-scale salmon farm in Frenchman Bay,
to be located just behind the Porcupine Islands, 2000
feet from Acadia National Park. Several concerns have
roused our opposition:
• As described so well in Acadia National Park Super-

intendent Kevin Schneider’s letter to the Maine DMR
(found on FriendsofTauntonbay.org/Our Work/
Advocacy), the project threatens the water quality,
air quality, flora and fauna, the natural soundscape,
the night sky, and the overall scenic and historic
beauty of the park and our area.

Soren Hanson’s land-based aquaculture of tropical fish uses sea water Farming sea scallops.
from Taunton Bay and freshwater Photo: F. deKoning
wells through the Center for Cooperative Aquaculture Research (CCAR). Waste water is purged of suspended solids
and chemicals before returning it to Taunton Bay so there is
no negative effect on the bay. In addition, this enterprise
was designed to reduce the wild capture of reef fish on coral
reefs around the world. CCAR has also been an incubator for
seaweed aquaculture that is now practiced in Frenchman Bay.

• The scale of the pro-

posed farm, 120 acres, is
not
appropriate
for
Frenchman Bay, given
the existing fisheries and
boat traffic in the bay,
and the overall size of
the bay.
• The proposed use of the

Flotilla of boats protesting the
project. Photo:: onaws.com

Suspended aquaculture of sea scallops, another topic in the lecture series, presented emerging technology with the potential to
reduce sea-bottom damage from dragging for scallops. The
deKoning family may become capable of suspending scallops
over existing mussel leases. It should also be noted that all filter
-feeders--scallops, mussels, clams, and oysters--actually improve water quality by feeding
on phytoplankton.

technology at this scale is untested anywhere in the
world.
• The industrial salmon farm presents many hazards

for the water quality of Frenchman Bay, and monitoring mechanisms have not been set.
• Harm to the water quality of Frenchman Bay would

degrade the water quality of Taunton Bay, as shown
by flow studies conducted by the Water Quality and
Sustainability Group at U. Maine Orono.
The Maine Department of Marine Resources held the
Scoping Session on June 23, 2021, and the draft application is now under consideration. Draft applications
that have been deemed adequate to present at a scoping
session, have not been "deemed complete" by the
DMR. There are several steps before a decision is
made on a proposal. For links to the application and a
flowchart describing the DMR review process, go to:
Maine.gov/DMR/aquaculture/leases/pending. Friends
of Frenchman Bay, an advocacy group against the proposal, has links to many news articles on their website.

Soft shell clam nursery net.
Photo: HCSWC
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Mark Whiting, PhD, Chair of
Hancock County Soil and Water
Conservation
District
(HCSWCD), reported on efforts
to maintain a sustainable local
clam fishery through seeding and
protection from predators.

Each of these projects is relatively small-scale and promotes
sustainability of a local fishery. None of them has harmed the
water quality of either Taunton or Frenchman Bay. Unlike the
proposed America Aquafarms Frenchman Bay Project, none of
these projects presented a hazard to navigation or contributed to
water, noise, and light pollution.
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This summer, Lisa Herrington again engaged twelve
intrepid 6
to 12 year-old campers in a
myriad of
ways to learn about plants.
For example, they made
decorative paper out of
paper pulp, batiked with
plants dipped in dye,
painted with floral
dyes, ate dandelion
fritters, and drank
herbal tea!

Thank you to Linda
Dinsmore, Mary
Turner, and Alice
Noyes for assisting
with camp!

Alice Noyes

Have you wondered how you can help care for and protect the pristine water and wildlife in and around the bay? A new Stewardship Guide, Caring for Taunton Bay, will soon be arriving in your mailbox. The purpose of the guide is to provide information
and resources to help residents, visitors, property and business owners in the area ensure the health of the bay. Action steps related to construction and maintenance of your property, landscaping, forest management and marine practices are provided. Research on water quality in the bay and efforts to sustain the economically important, yet fragile, fisheries is included.
The creation of the guide has been a community-wide project combining expertise and information from town officials, commercial harvesters and growers; fishermen; state and county agency experts; and researchers from the College of the Atlantic and the
University of Maine system. The Eastern Maine Conservation Initiative granted us funds for printing and postage to supplement
donations from you, our members.
Besides sending copies to our members, we plan to distribute it community wide and will place it on our website. We hope you
will enjoy and use your copy to protect and preserve the bay!
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Unfortunately for their plans, a Maine state patrol officer
who lived next door to the Cutler house had tipped off law
enforcement about the suspicious activity. A Coast Guard
cutter, Point Hannon, gave chase, and the crew dumped all
the canisters in the ocean. Audrey estimated that about 200
canisters worth about $20 million were dumped. U. S. Drug
Enforcement agents arrested the eight men involved, who
were eventually convicted of drug smuggling. The eight
were part of a drug cartel based in Coronado, California, that dealt only in marijuana and hashish. The cartel had sustained
a previous drug bust in California and decided to start a Maine operation.

Merry Post

For centuries Maine’s rugged, 3000-mile coastline and its
proximity to Canada have attracted smugglers. Maine was a

The Coronado cartel started with a small
group of young men who had been on a
high school swim team. One entrepreneurial member picked up marijuana from
nearby Mexico and swam it back to Coronado. A few friends became interested in
his venture. They enrolled their Spanish
teacher to serve as interpreter, and he organized them as a very profitable business.
A Drug Enforcement agent told Audrey
about several other Maine cases from the
period of 1977-1980 where drug smugglers were apprehended at Jonesport, Bass Harbor, East Boothbay Harbor, and
Tenant’s Harbor. One of the most colorful cases involved

center for illegal trade with Canada during the Embargo Act
of 1807. During Prohibition the French islands off Newfoundland and Labrador, St. Pierre and Miquelon, were a
convenient source for liquor. Rum-runners picking up booze
from these islands took advantage of Maine’s isolated coves
to dodge Coast Guard patrol boats and unload their booty.
In the late 1970s and early 1980s, Maine became an active
center for a different kind of smuggling. Audrey Ryan,
counseling psychologist, author, and daughter of a local
fisherman, who spends her summers in the Taunton Bay area, gave a talk in our Summer Lecture Series on fishing and
drug smuggling in coastal Maine. Her interest in the subject
began with stories her father told her about fishermen bringing up contraband dumped by drug smugglers evading capture.
In 1982 scallopers like Audrey’s father started bringing up
canisters of hashish from the sea bottom as well as scallops.
An incident in December 1978 was the cause. In the early
hours of December 12, an ocean-going tugboat named The
Tusker, registered in Panama, arrived off the Cutler coast.
The crew’s object was to offload large canisters of hashish
from Pakistan to a house in Cutler on Dennison Point in Little Machias Bay. The private cove was perfect for receiving
smuggled goods except for the cliffs. The three people waiting at the site had industrial logging equipment to winch the
drugs up the cliff to their garage.

members of a Miami Beach congregation of the Ethiopian
Zion Coptic Church who were apprehended in Stonington.
This group maintained that marijuana is an essential sacrament in their worship.
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Audrey Ryan has done considerable research about drug
smuggling in coastal Maine in the late 1970s and early
1980s. She is writing a book, The Downeast Goldmine: A
Story of Fishing and Drug Smuggling in Coastal Maine, and
preparing a podcast about her findings.

Our mission is to understand and promote the health
and integrity of the Taunton Bay ecosystem.
Our overall goals are:
•
•

•

•

•

To serve as an education resource about the bay.
To promote understanding, appreciation, and
protection of the bay by the general public and by
government.
To study and take action on issues affecting
Taunton Bay, which has been designated a
nationally significant estuary and year-round
wildlife habitat.
To collaborate with environmental, governmental,
educational, and research organizations, and
commercial interests on matters that affect the
health and well-being of the bay, its wildlife, and
surrounding communities.
To support the biological integrity and scenic
beauty of Taunton Bay (including Egypt and Hog
Bays, Carrying Place Inlet, and the surrounding
watershed).

We hope you will continue to join in these efforts
through your participation and support!
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Join or renew your membership at any time. Our fiscal
year is August 1 to July 31. Suggested donations for family
memberships start at $35.00. For details, see:
friendsoftauntonbay.org/home/membership
Or email us at: membership@friendsoftauntonbay.org

Checks can be mailed to:
Friends of Taunton Bay Membership
PO Box 411, Hancock, ME 04640

Add membership@friendsoftauntonbay.org to your email
contact list to be sure to receive our monthly updates.
Find us on Facebook: Friends of Taunton Bay
Visit our website: www.FriendsofTauntonBay.org
Contact us: info@friendsoftauntonbay.org
Newsletter Editor: Merry Post
Graphics/ Layout: Alice Noyes

